The Multi-view Video Coding (MVC) standard was developed for efficient encoding of multi-view videos. Part of it requires the calculation of both disparity and motion estimations using a bi-prediction structure. These estimations involve an exhaustive search for the optimal compensation vectors from multiple forward and backward reference frames which, while being very efficient in terms of compression, results in high computational costs. This paper proposes a solution that utilizes the multi-view geometry along with the available depth data, to calculate more accurate predictors for both motion and disparity estimations, and for both directions of the prediction structure. Simulation results demonstrate that this technique is reliable enough to allow a substantial reduction in the search areas in all the reference frames. This in turn results in a significant speed-up gain of 3.2 times with a negligible influence on the coding efficiency, while encoding both the color and the depth MVVs.
INTRODUCTION
Multi-View Videos (MVVs) can provide the users with a sense of complete scene perception by transmitting several viewpoint videos to the receivers simultaneously. This provides information about the scene structure such that appropriate displays can provide the 3D perception with an arbitrary viewing angle selection, to all the end users. With the advances in 3D Television (3DTV) and Free-Viewpoint Television (FTV) technologies, MVV transmission is attracting more and more attention. However, for efficient enabling of both technologies, MVVs with their associated depth data are required at the receiver [1, 2] ; thus, they form the new Multi-view Video plus Depth (MVD) format as a 3D video [3] . These are suitable because they allow view synthesis/rendering [1] [2] [3] [4] for arbitrary viewpoint generation.
Efficient MVV Coding (MVC) techniques that exploit the spatial, temporal and inter-view redundancies are required for transmission. The first two redundancies are removed using the normal Intra and Motion Estimation (ME) techniques of the H.264/AVC. However, to remove inter-view redundancies, Disparity Estimation (DE) is required. For efficient MVC, disparity estimation with an I-B-P bi-prediction structure and ME with a Hierarchical BiPrediction (HBP) structure within a Group of Pictures (GOP) [5] are required. This imposes a high computational burden on the MVC encoder. Yet, this technique was found efficient to compress both the color [5] and depth MVVs [6] , so faster MVC techniques are desirable for MVD coding.
This paper presents an efficient MVC technique that exploits the full geometrical scene information available from the depth data in the MVD, together with the multiview geometry, to calculate more accurate Motion Vector (MV) and Disparity Vector (DV) predictors for Hierarchical Bi-Prediction MVC. These can respectively indicate optimal search areas for ME and DE in both the ForWard (FW) and BackWard (BW) reference frames within the structure. The performance of this technique is investigated for MVC of both color and depth MVVs. Results show that the proposed MVC reduces encoding duration by about 3.2 times for both MVV types, with an insignificant loss in coding efficiency.
The paper is structured as follow: Section 2 presents the estimation techniques and the HBP structure used for efficient MVC. Section 3 proposes a method that exploits the available depth data to obtain faster estimations in both directions of the HBP MVC structure. Section 4 provides a simulation overview, while section 5 gives the simulation results obtained. Finally section 6 concludes this paper.
MULTI-VIEW VIDEO CODING WITH HIERARCHICAL BI-PREDICTION
The MVC scheme utilizes the built-in block-based ME of the H.264/AVC [7] standard to remove the temporal redundancies inside a single viewpoint video. This is the most computational intensive component of the encoder. MVC extends this technique to perform also DE between the viewpoint frames to suppress the inter-view redundancy. Consequently, ME and DE become the most computational intensive parts of the system. Furthermore, the most efficient ME in the MVC scheme [5] was found to use the HBP structure which further increases the computational requirement. This is also called the HHI MVC scheme and is illustrated in Fig. 1 . Therefore, to reduce this massive computational cost and for its practical application, efficient ME and DE are required. The Full Search Estimation (FSE) in MVC exhaustively searches for an optimal displacement vector from all the search points within a search area. Meanwhile, it estimates each Macro-Block (MB) from both temporal and viewpoint reference frames to form appropriate MVs and DVs, respectively. Only the winning vectors together with the optimal mode which minimize the Lagrangian RateDistortion Optimization (RDO) [8] function are transmitted. The central position of this search area is indicated by the predictor that is the median of the neighborhood vectors. This exhaustive search obtains the optimal RDO vectors but it is the most computational intensive way to achieve them. Thus, FAst Search Estimation (FASE) such as the Diamond Search [9] has been proposed in H.264/AVC to reduce the computations and these can still be applicable for MVC. These sub-optimal techniques reduce the number of search points while maintaining almost optimal R-D performances.
To obtain fast encoding, the real-time MVC structure is generally used since it allows only one temporal reference frame. Our work in [10] - [12] demonstrated that, for realtime MVC, the multi-view geometry can be used with the available depth data to increase the speed of the estimations by obtaining accurate predictors that allow a reduced search area. However, for optimal MVC efficiency, the HBP MVC is required [5] , which allows multiple hierarchical levels of reference frames from both the FW and BW directions, to obtain optimal estimations. This increase in reference frames drastically increases further the number of search points and its associated computations. Generally, this structure is used for broadcasting applications where fast encoding is highly desirable but efficiency is more important. Thus, efficient techniques that identify the optimal MV and DV predictors and respectively reduce the ME and DE search areas in both directions of the HBP structure need also investigation, to speed-up efficient MVD coding with HBP MVC.
PROPOSED FAST MULTI-VIEW VIDEO CODING USING HIERARCHICAL B FRAMES
Generally, the optimal DVs are found in the region that represents the same area in the viewpoint reference frames. This region can be easily calculated using the multi-view geometry together with the depth [10] . These DVs lie also around the epipolar line, [13] which is identified by the epipolar geometry. Thus, as shown in our previous work [11] , searching around these two areas can drastically reduce the DE search areas in both of the FW and BW directions of the I-B-P inter-view prediction structure. These techniques are still applied to speed-up DE within MVC.
However, the complexity of HBP MVC results also from the fact that for each MB, ME should also be performed repetitively for each reference frame. Our work in [12] demonstrated that for real-time MVC, the encoded MVs between successive frames can be obtained from the corresponding area in the Base view and can be projected in the temporal reference frame of the current frame in a nonBase view. This is used to obtain a better MV predictor that allows a reduced search area for faster ME.
However, with the HBP structure, a MB is compensated from multiple FW and BW temporal reference frames from an upper hierarchal level within the GOP that are not necessarily sequential. Moreover, during it's encoding, only the optimal MVs of the optimal mode, from the optimal temporal frame, which minimize the global RDO cost function are encoded. Thus, not all the required MVs, for each partition of the modes and for each reference frame are easily accessible and available for projection. Nonetheless, these optimal MVs were identified by the ME process to be tested for RDO. Therefore, during Base view coding, these MVs are available and should be temporary stored successively according to the order of their reference frame in this level of the hierarchical structure, to ease their accessibility. To provide a good MV resolution, the MVs of the 8×8 mode's ME are selected for storage, and then they are averaged for the other larger partitions. These MVs are initially obtained from the Base-view, since it has the proper MV calculated by ME with a full search area. However, later, these can be obtained from any other encoded view since appropriate MV predictors were estimated for its ME. Therefore, taking Fig. 2 as reference, for the current sub-MB being estimated in a non-Base view, the multi-view geometry together with the depth data is used to identify the DV predictor that points to the corresponding sub-MB area in the Base view reference frame (DV 8 ) [10] . The stored 8×8 MVs which lie within this partition's area are averaged for each of its potential temporal reference frame (V 0 MV B and V 0 MV F ), and are used to locate its equivalent compensation sub-MBs. These identified locations are reprojected in 3D space and located in the temporal reference frames of the current view (DV 0 and DV 16 ), to identify good potential sub-MB replacements for the current sub-MB. These positions are used to obtain more reliable MV predictors for the current sub-MB, for each temporal reference frame (V 2 MV B and V 2 MV F ). These allow a reduced search area in all the temporal reference frames in both of the prediction's directions and this is equivalent to obtaining appropriate 3DMVs for each MV. Finally, the obtained optimal MVs are still transmitted as residual vectors from the original median MV, to obtain H.264/MVC compatible bit-streams.
A new ME that has its search range adaptive to motion, can also be applied for MVC. This is because a good indication of the potential temporal sub-MB's motion can be obtained from the Base view such that its ME search area can be adapted accordingly. Therefore, if the magnitude of the MVs in the corresponding area in the Base view is encoded with a magnitude smaller than ±2 pixel elements (pels) (including also the MVs of the SKIP mode), a very small ME search area of ±2 pels can be allowed. The majority of the picture is usually static or with slow motion. Therefore, they are generally compensated with a small MV or the SKIP mode, and thus allowing a further small search area will further reduce the ME's computations. Then, if the average of the MVs is larger than ±2 pels, this indicates a more dynamic area, so the reduced search area around the new MV predictor described above, must be used.
SIMULATION OVERVIEW
The proposed algorithms were implemented within the Joint Multi-view Video Coding model (JMVC ver 6.0) [14] to calculate the resulting computational reduction. Two calibrated MVD sequences known as the Breakdancers and the Ballet sequences, were tested. Their color MVV (YUV 4:2:0, 1024×768, 15Hz) was captured by eight cameras arranged on an arc with precise camera parameters [15] . Their per-pixel depth MVV was estimated using the method described in [4] . The first three views of both the color and depth MVVs were encoded. Since optimal efficiency is required, the HBP structure and the CABAC as the main entropy encoder were selected. Both exhaustive FSE and diamond FASE [9] were used to determine the optimal compensation MVs and DVs for color and depth type MVC. The MVC configuration parameters [16] are given in Table 1 . All the simulations were carried out on a PC with an Intel ® Core TM i7 CPU @ 3.2 GHz, with 6GB of RAM and running Microsoft Windows ® 7 Ultimate x64. The reduction in computational cost was measured as a speed-up gain obtained in the time required to encode the whole MVV using the encoder with the proposed methods, with respect to the original encoder. Finally, the original MVC decoder was used to decode the formed bit-streams and objective evaluation was performed. Table II and Table III give the simulation results obtained after encoding and decoding the first three views of the color and the depth MVVs from the Ballet MVD, respectively. These include both the performance of the FSE and the FASE methods to determine the optimal DVs. The comparison of the MVC performances is presented as the distortion in the Luminance Peak-Signal-to-Noise-Ratio (PSNR), the percentage increase in the total MVV bit-rate and the speed-up gain obtained in their encoding time, with respect to the original encoder with FSE; since this provides the optimal quality with the highest encoding computational cost. Then, Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 illustrate the R-D performance curves obtained for the color MVC and the depth MVC of the Breakdancers MVD sequence, respectively. Comparing the results obtained shows that the proposed fast MVC technique provides a significant decrease in coding time of about 3.2 for FSE and 2.7 for FASE, when averaged over all the encoded MVVs. Moreover, the proposed technique registered only a small average loss in the original quality of about 0.09 dB in Bjøntegaard Delta (BD)-PSNR [17] for the color MVVs and 0.2 dB in BD-PSNR for the depth MVVs. These represented the speed-up gains obtained for the whole MVC process. However, an individual speed-up gain of about 72.8 for FSE and 6.4 for FASE were obtained while encoding an inter-view predicted viewpoint utilizing the proposed techniques for fast encoding. Thus, the limitation of the overall speed-up gains lies when encoding the base view since the original encoder has to be used, significantly taking up the majority of the overall MVC time. Thus overall speed-up gains are expected to increase as more inter-view predicted views are encoded within the MVC system.
RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
In Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 , we illustrate the results obtained by the HBP structure with the CABAC as entropy encoder, with respect to the IPPP structure with the CAVLC as entropy encoder [13] , for the Breakdancers MVD coding. These results demonstrate that the former is more efficient to encode both MVV types, giving an average gain of 22% in BD-bit-rate saving for the color MVC and 21% in BDbit-rate saving for the depth MVC, and that this is vital for efficient encoding. Thus, they also demonstrate that the original coding efficiency of the HBP structure over the real-time structure can be almost preserved while still obtaining its fast encoding.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we presented an efficient MVC technique that obtains faster motion and disparity estimations within the Hierarchal Bi-Prediction structure of MVC. This technique is so efficient to obtain the optimal search areas in both of the prediction's directions of the structure, that the estimations' search points can be reduced while encoding the inter-view predicted viewpoints. This highly speeds up the MVD coding while still maintaining the same high coding efficiency of this prediction structure. Simulation results demonstrated that a speed-up gain of up-to 3.2 was registered while encoding the first three-views of the MVVs under test, and that this gain is expected to increase as more inter-view predicted views are MVV encoded. The results also showed that there is little degradation in the RateDistortion performances of the original system.
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